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Abstract. In this paper we present an approach to mining domain-dependent ontologies using term
extraction and relationship discovery technology. There are two main innovations in our approach.
One is extracting terms using log-likelihood ratio, which is based on the contrastive probability of
term occurrence in domain corpus and background corpus. The other is fusing together information
from multiple knowledge sources as evidences for discovering particular semantic relationships
among terms. In the experiment, we also improve the traditional k-mediods algorithm for
multi-level clustering. We have applied our approach to produce an ontology for the domain of
computer science and obtained promising results.

1 Introduction
Ontologies have become an important means for structuring knowledge and building
knowledge-intensive systems. Ontologies have shown their usefulness in application areas such as
intelligent information integration, information retrieval and natural language processing, to name but a
few. For this purpose, efforts have been made to facilitate the ontology engineering process, in particular
the acquisition of ontologies from domain texts [1].
Constructing an ontology is an extremely laborious effort. Even with some reuse of “core” knowledge
from an Upper Model, the task of creating an ontology for a particular domain has a high cost, incurred
for each new domain. Tools that could automate, or semi-automate, the construction of ontologies for
different domains could dramatically reduce the knowledge creation cost. One approach to developing
such tools is to rely on information implicit in collections of texts in a particular domain. If it were
possible to automatically extract terms and their semantic relations from the text corpus, domain
ontology could be built conveniently. This would be more cost-effective than having a human develop
the ontology from scratch [2][3].
Domain specific ontologies are useful in systems involved with artificial reasoning, and information
retrieval. Ontologies give such systems a vocabulary of terms, and concepts relating one term to another.
In this paper, we present a method that automatically mining an ontology from any large corpus in a
specific domain, to support data integration and information retrieval tasks. The induced ontology
consists of domain concepts only related by parent-child links, not including more specialized relations.
Our approach is comprised of two main phases: term extraction and relationship discovery. In the
former phase, meaningful terms are extracted using LLR formula. In the latter one, parent-child
relations among terms are induced through multilevel clustering.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we will discuss the related works in this field.
In Section 3, we will give an overview of the overall system architecture and explain the means and
progress of ontology construction. Subsequently, an example will show some promising results we have
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obtained when applying our mechanisms for mining ontologies from text, together with our analysis.
This will be presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude and mention our future work.

2 Previous Work
The existing approaches to ontology induction include those that start from structured data, merging
ontologies or database schemas (Doan et al. 2002). Other approaches use natural language data,
sometimes just by analyzing the corpus (Sanderson and Croft 1999), (Caraballo 1999) or by learning to
expand WordNet with clusters of terms from a corpus, e.g., (Girju et al. 2003). Information extraction
approaches that infer labeled relations either require substantial hand-created linguistic or domain
knowledge, e.g., (Craven and Kumlien 1999) (Hull and Gomez 1993), or require human-annotated
training data with relation information for each domain (Craven et al. 1998).
For automatic ontology construction, Govind and Chakravarthi have presented in 2001 an approach
that extracts ontology from text documents by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), which is a pure
statistical analysis method , as compared to heuristic and rule based methods. They adopt Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI), which attempts to catch term-term statistical references by replacing the
document space with lower dimensional concept space. Their method is convinced of its simplicity
because it is based on fairly precise mathematical foundation. It is effective but limited with precision.
What’s more, it doesn’t figure out the exact relations among terms [4].
In year of 2001, Dekang Lin and Patrick Pantel proposed a method for domain concepts discovery
based on a clustering algorithm called CBC (Clustering by Committee). They generally regard a concept
as a cluster of terms. It just deals with only one aspect of the whole progress of ontology induction [5].

3 Automatic Ontology Constructing
3.1 Architecture
An overall architecture for domain-independent ontology induction is shown in Figure 1. The
documents of domain corpora are preprocessed to remove segments such as pictures and specific
symbols and then filter the stopwords. Next, terms are extracted based on word segmentation and
syntactic tagging. Subsequently semantic relations between pairs of terms are derived using multilevel
clustering with evidences from multiple knowledge sources.
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Fig. 1. System Architecture
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3.2 Term Discovery
In this section, our goal is to identify domain-relevant terms from a collection of domain specific
texts. For term extraction, there exist several approaches. One is based on PAT-TREE, which has the
advantage in extracting terms (phrases) of any length because it could avoid word segmentation for
Chinese. But it needs a large amount of documents to achieve excellent precision. Another approach to
term extraction is C/NC-Value method proposed by Frantzi and Ananiadou (1999), which combines
linguistics and statistics methods and makes a progress. But it has limitation because its linguistics
knowledge is only for English.
In this paper, we propose a promising approach to extracting domain-relevant terms. Terms are scored
for domain-relevance based on the assumption that if a term occurs significantly more in a domain
corpus than in a background corpus, then the term is clearly domain relevant.
As an example, in Table 1 we compare the number of documents containing the terms “ 算
法”(algorithm), “ 内存”(memory), “ 路由器”(Router) and “ 数据库”(database) in a domain-dependent

corpus of computer science including 200 Chinese periodical papers, compared to a larger Modern
Chinese Corpus as the background corpus.
Table 1. Term IDF in domain and background corpora
算法

内存

路由器

数据库

Total

Domain Corpus

89

78

73

69

200

Background Corpus

7

0

4

6

12000

Difference

82

78

69

63

-11800

We can observe from Table 1 that the terms “算法”(algorithm), “内存”(memory), “路由器(Router) and
“数据库”(database) occur significantly more in the domain corpus than in the Background corpus. We
consider they are domain-dependent. To estimate the domain relevancy of a term, we use the
log-likelihood ratio (LLR) given by
-2 log2 ( Ho (p;k1,n1,k2,n2 ) / Ha ( p1,p2;n1,k1,n2,k2 ) )

(1)

LLR measures the extent to which a hypothesized model of the distribution of cell counts, Ha, differs
from the null hypothesis, Ho (namely, that the percentage of documents containing this term is the same
in both corpora). We use a binomial model for Ho and Ha. Here, p=(k1+k2)/(n1+n2), p1=k1/n1,
p2=k2/n2, k1 is the number of documents containing the term in the domain corpus, k2 is the number of
documents containing the term in the background corpus, n1 is the total number of documents in the
domain corpus, n2 is the total number of documents in the background corpus [6].
3.3 Relationship Discovery
In this section, we try to mine the parent-child links among terms using multilevel clustering based on
term similarity. We fuse together information from multiple knowledge sources as evidences for
particular semantic relationships among terms. For clustering we adopt improved k-medoids algorithm,
which is flat and effective.
The process of inducing relations is as follows. First the clustering algorithm is used to obtain
top-level clusters. Subsequently, for each top-level cluster, we use the clustering algorithm again to gain
clusters of second level. By analogy, we can find multilevel clusters that imply parent-child
relationships among terms. In experiment the depth of clustering level is restricted.
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3.3.1 Term Similarity Computation
The preprocessed documents are analyzed and the frequency matrix known as Term-Document
matrix is produced as result of the analysis. For a Term-Document matrix M[m][n], each term can be
represented as the following vector:

r
Ti = (M[i][0], M[i][1], … , M[i][k], … , M[i][n])

(2)

We can compute the cosine similarity between a pair of terms given by
r r
cos( T i , T j ) =

r r
Ti ⋅ T j
r
r
Ti ⋅ T j

(3)

The cosine similarities between several term pairs are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Cosine similarities of term pairs

Term1

Term2

Cosine Similarity

缓冲区(buffer)

磁盘(disk)

0.436248

缓冲区(buffer)

主存(main store)

0.579771

内存(memory)

磁盘(disk)

0.434059

服务器(server)

网络(network)

0.17585

It can be observed that the cosine similarity is likely to satisfy the concurrent frequency of term pairs.
It reflects the context correlation of terms but might have a prejudice against semantic correlation
among terms. For instance, the cosine similarity computed above between “磁盘”(disk) and “数据”
(data) is just 0.0663552, which deviates from the experiential value.
In order to exact similarity, we use HowNet as another knowledge resource, which is a Chinese
thesaurus by Zhendong Dong and Qiang Dong (2001). We combine the similarity of terms in HowNet
as a supplement with the cosine similarity to estimate the correlation of term pairs. The HowNet
similarity that involves unknown words is assigned to 0. Table 3 shows some HowNet similarities of
term pairs.
Table 3. HowNet similarities of term pairs

Term1

Term2

HowNet Similarity

缓冲区(buffer)

磁盘(disk)

0.149333

缓冲区(buffer)

主存(main store)

0.000000

内存(memory)

磁盘(disk)

0.149333

服务器(server)

网络(network)

0.285714

The final formula of similarity computation is given by

r r
r r
r r
simA (Ti , T j ) + α ⋅ simB (Ti , T j )
sim (Ti , T j ) =
2
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(4)

r r

r r

Where simA(Ti , T j ) is the cosine similarity and simB (Ti , T j ) is the HowNet similarity;

Meanwhile, α is an adjustment argument. The adjusted similarity between term pairs is given in
Table 4 ( α =0.5).
Table 4. Adjusted similarities of term pairs

Term1

Term2

Similarity

缓冲区(buffer)

磁盘(disk)

0.510913

缓冲区(buffer)

主存(main store)

0.579771

内存(memory)

磁盘(disk)

0.508724

服务器(server)

网络(network)

0.318716

3.3.2 Clustering Algorithm
In order to make it converge faster and result in better clusters in accordance with the original
distribution of terms, we improved the traditional k-medoids algorithm. When deciding the new center
of a cluster, we first choose top-p terms closest to the old center in the cluster and take the term closest
to the mean of the p terms as the new center. The improved algorithm is described as follows:
1. Choose m terms as the centers of clusters randomly: C 1 , C 2 ,… , C i ,… , C m ;
2. Compute the similarity for each term to each cluster center. Assign the term into the closest cluster.
3. Determine the new center of each cluster as follows:
− Compute the average similarity of terms in cluster i using the formula:

avgsim[i ] =

1 n
∑ sim (Tk , C i )
n k =1

(5)

Where n is the number of terms in cluster i.
− Pick out p terms most closest to the cluster i center decided by

p = m∗

avgsim [ i ]
max_ avgsim

(6)

Where max_ avgsim is the maximum of m average similarities for m clusters.
− Compute the mean of the above p terms and choose the term closest to it as the new center of cluster
i.
4. Go to step 2 only if m cluster centers is not stable.
5. End and result in m clusters.

4 Experiments and Evaluation
We have applied our approach to produce ontology in computer science domain. The domain corpus
contains 200 Chinese theses (3.12 M) retrieved from professional publications. The background corpus
we used is the Modern Chinese Corpus (1999-2001) which consists of 12000 documents (33.5 M).
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4.1 Term Discovery
In experiment, we have compared the effect of the two scoring methods LLR and TF.IDF. Table 5
shows the scores of some terms in relative percentage. The boldfaced terms is identified by LLR to be
domain-relevant. It can be inferred from the experiment results that LLR excels TF.IDF.
Table 5. Relative scores of both LLR and TF.IDF

Term

Domain DF

Background DF

LLR score

TF.IDF score

路由器

73
56
35
25
36
17
31
37
7

4
1
7
5
2
188
232
3725
8

98.6
99.9
96.5
93.1
94.6
67.5
56.2
42.4
15.3

66.8
70.4
94.5
65.3
53.5
72.6
65.7
99.9
48.2

总线
控制器
端口
缓存
请求
线路
质量
屏蔽

A term list of 286 domain-relevant terms (key terms) has been manually constructed to support the
subsequent evaluation. We estimate the results normally based on Recall, Precision and F-measure,
which are defined as follows.
• Recall(R)
The ratio of correct terms number to key terms number in manual list given by

R =

N

(7)

correct

N

key

• Precision(P)
The ratio of correct terms number to extracted terms number given by

P =

N
N

correct

(8)

correct

+ N

incorrect

• F-measure(F)
F-measure is defined as a combination of recall and precision:

F =

(9)

2 RP
R + P

These three values vary depending on the threshold of LLR. Figure 2 shows the variety of F-measure,
recall and precision along with LLR.
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Fig. 1. F-measure, recall and precision by varying the threshold of LLR

4.2 Relationship Discovery
According to figure 2, we chose 94 as the threshold of LLR and obtained 216 domain-relevant terms.
The depth of clustering level was restricted to 2. We have gained 5 top-level clusters and 15 second
level clusters. The precision of the top-level clusters achieved 76.7%. The average precision of the
second-level clusters achieved 70.3%. The parent-child relationship among terms and clusters is shown
in figure 3. Each cluster is named by the most frequent term in it.
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算符
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Fig. 2. Parent-child relationships among terms
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5 Conclusion
In this paper we present an approach to automatically mining domain-dependent ontologies from
corpora based on term extraction and relationship discovery technology. There are two main innovations
in our approach. One is extracting terms using log-likelihood ratio, which is based on the contrastive
probability of term occurrence in domain corpus and background corpus. The other is fusing together
information from multiple knowledge sources as evidences for discovering particular semantic
relationships among terms. In our experiment, we improve the traditional k-mediods algorithm for
multi-level clustering. We have applied our approach to produce an ontology for the domain of
computer science and obtained promising results.
In the future work, we will consider developing heuristic methods or rules to label the exact relations
among terms and finding out a more effective ontology evaluation methodology.
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